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Mike interviews with Dennis Kneale on FOX Business to discuss 
the current environment and how it has people investing in an 
emotional way, rather than a tried-and-true logical manner. “I 
see bubbles all across the globe,” Mike states, going on to note 
that on all metrics, things are expensive, and the global economy 
is questionable at best. 
 
To view the segment, click here: Beware of the market bubbles? 
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On a segment for FOX Business Mike notes that “QE has unleashed 
the animal spirits in investors, and they’re happy-go-lucky,” and 
goes on to state his worry with government debt and how it is 
affecting rates. Within, Mike asks, “If rates were let free, and this 
QE nonsense ended, how would the governments afford the debt 
they have to pay?” 
 
To view the segment, click here: How to ride out market volatility 

On a podcast with Bloomer Boomer, a website dedicated to helping retirees 
and pre-retirees, Mike gives an educational take on the reverse mortgage, 
noting importantly that rather than viewing it in an extremely positive or 
negative light, he sees it as a tool, fit for some, yet not for others.  
 
To listen to the segment, click here: Reverse mortgages 

In a “showdown” with an equity bull, Mike gives his outlook for 
2014, noting that while people are chasing equities, he sees val-
ue in alternatives and is generally very cautious with his clients’ 
assets. “Whenever we’ve reached these valuation levels histori-
cally, it’s been pretty ugly moving forward,” he states. 
 
To view the segment, click here: Dow 20,000 vs. valuations gone 
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